T HE appearance of a school edition of "Euclid's Elements," published und er the auspices of the Cambridge U niversity Press, provokes refl ections upon the stra nge position so long m a intai ned in this country b y Robert S imson's authorised version (so to speak) of the work of the Alexandrian geomete r. For more than a hundred years the Simsonian text enj oyed a n unchallenged supremacy ; and not so very long ago any proposal to amend it, or to teach elementary geometry by means of some other book, was regarded as something very like profanity.
It is only in accordance with the nature of things that thi s professed veneration for Euclid should coexist with a profound ignorance of th e real Elements, and of the other extant works of th e ir a uthor. To this da y the reputa tion of Euclid is not unlike that of the wizard Virgil in the Middle Ages. Most educated Englishmen are quite unaware of the existence of those books of the Elements which are not read in sch ools ; th ere is even a lege nd current in some quarters that they were destroyed in MS. by Euclid's wife! For th e only good critical edi tion of Euclid's works (Heiberg's, in the Teubner Series) we must go to Germany; a nd it would be interesting to know how many English mathematicians are acquai nted with the original text, and h ow man y English schola rs have had the curiosity to find out whether " parallelopiped" (rhyming with" biped," b y the way) is vouched for b y the Greek. To crown the absurdity, it is just that book of the Elements which is of g reatest permanent value that, by common consent, is never read.
After a ll, the study of the real Euclid may very fitly remain th e privilege of the minority; the really urgent need is that geometry should be ta ught rationally and effectively in our schools. H a ppily, we ha ve outlived the glacial period which still prevai led in the early part of thi s century; and all good a uthoriti es are practically agreed upon the main lines of reform. The weight of opinion among experienced teachers seems still to be in favour of retaining at least the framework of the Elements, and of foll owing, generally, Euclid's sequence of propositions. In favour of this course th ere is something to be said, independently of the base con sideration of examination requirements. Tha t th ere is a certain advantage in a recognised order of propositions will probably be admitted by most of those who h ave wandered in the chaos of geometrical conics; a nd with regard to Euclid's methods of proof, it is doubtful whether the various alternatives which have been suggested are really easier for a schoolboy to learn and understand. A beginner is very apt to appeal to his powers of intuition in a quite illegitimate way; and in trying to reproduce a proof which de pends upon superposition or symmetry he often loses himself in a haze of words, and fai ls to give a sound demonstration. Proofs of this kind may very well be in-NO. 1368, VOL. 53] ------"-----cluded, of co urse; but should not, we think, take the place of th e more fOrlnal ones in the text. M r. Taylor's book is one of several which, " "hile hannlessly masquerading as "editions" of Euclid, are really excellent treatises on elementary geometry, based upon the lines which Euclid has laid down. S igns of the wholesome reform that has taken place, meet the eye on every page. The antiquated terms, the clumsy repeti tions, the t ireso me rigmaroles of Simson's text are done away with ; notes and explanations are g iven where necessary; a dditional propositions are introduced; and there is a n abundance of exercises, carefull y g raduated, a nd properly distributed throug hout the book, instead of bein g hidden a,,"ay at the end of it. One of the extraordinary superstitions of fonner days was that nobody could do a geometrical deduction unless he had previously learnt three books of Euclid by heart; it is to be hoped that thi s ridi culous theory is at length abandoned. Some boys, of course, can never do a " rider," the easiest; but those who have any capacity can be started successfully after learning the first five propositions, or even before.
School Euclids may be roughly divided into two classes, acco rding as symbols of a bbreviation are used or avoided. \ Vhile such a notatio n as AB 2 for " the square on AB " is decidedly objectionable, the use of symbols of mere abbreviation is a matter of taste. Personally we detest th em, and rejoice that they do not appear in Mr. T aylor's treati se. Brevity has b een secured in the proper way, by a careful choice of words, and not by a host of contracti ons and ugly symbols for" circle," "parallelogram," and so on.
There are several attractive features in Mr. Taylor's book to which attention may be drawn. The selection of additional propositions is very good, a nd it is needless to say that th e proofs given are very e legant. There is a most interesting collection of proofs of Pythagoras's theorem (i. 47 ) ; Ptolemy's theore m is proved by means of Book iii.; and Gergonne's construction for the circles touching three given circles, is to be fou nd on p. 458. There are also sections dealing with poles and polars, coaxal circles, projective rows a nd pencils, Pascal's and Brianchon's theorems for the circle, centres of similitude, and inversion (including an account of Peaucellier's cell) ; besides this, there is a long supplement to Book xi., which discusses, inter alia, properties of tetrah edra and parallelepipeds, spherical geomet ry, the regular soli ds, a nd th e clements of p erspective. In conclusion, we have the d etermination of the surface a nd volume of a sph ere. It will be seen from this mere li st how liberally Mr. Taylor has interpreted his editorial fun ction, and how m any important theories he h as contrived to touch upon; a t the same time, the book is anything but" stodgy," and cannot fai l to interest and stimulate an intelli gent reader. There is a good index, and here and ther e brief historical notes a re given.
It is instructive to observe how Mr. T aylor has dealt with Euclid's text. He explains in the preface that he began by translating the first book; he ended by" giving up a ll idea of simple translation, and retaining merely the substa nce of the work, followin g closely Euclid's sequence of propositions in Books i. and ii., at all events." To see what this means, let us take propositions 1-26 M © 1896 Nature Publishing Group NATURE in the first book. Besides alterations of minor importance, proofs other than Euclid's are given fot propositions 5, 6, 14, 24, and the first part of 26 ; and two additional propositions (lOA, lOB) are introduced for the purpose of proving that all right angles are equal. I t may be thought by some critics that it is injudicious to have discarded altogether so many of Euclid's demonstrations; but, in any case, additional evidence is given of the impossibility of returning to the text of the Elements pure and simple. That the idea of doing so should have, apparently, presented itself to the mind of an accomplished geometer like Mr. Taylor, is very remarkable.
The great merits of Mr. Taylor's work are sure to meet with general appreciation. Experience alone can show whether it approaches more nearly than any of its numerous predecessors the ideal of a school text-book. The reasons why one book turns out to be a good one for teaching purposes, and another not, are often difficult to discover; but we should expect the present volume to undergo the ordeal successfully.
So far as we have been able to test it, the book appears to be very accurately printed; some of the figures are not so exactly drawn as they might be, and the lines (except in Book xi.) strike us as being too thin. The occasional use of small letters instead of capitals, to denote points, is also, we think, undesirable. It is so important to preserve young eyes from unnecessary strain, that even minute details of this kind deserve attention. There is, alas! only too much reason to be assured of the editor's sympathy with the spirit of this remark; for, as we learn from an affecting passag-e in the preface, Mr. Taylor lost his sight while his book was going through the press. To the mathematician, as to his twin-brother, the poet, sight is perhaps the most precious of nature's gifts of sense. Happily in each case the imaginative faculty, which feels the loss of vision so keenly, not seldom supplies its best alleviation; and we sincerely trust that Mr. Taylor is still able to find solace in the pursuit of his favourite science.
In conclusion, we cannot refrain from quoting the extraordinary regulation for the Cambridge Local Examinations, as printed on the fly-leaf of Mr. Taylor's book :-"Proofs other than Euclid's will be admitted, but Euclid's axioms will be required, and no proof of any proposition will be accepted which assumes anything not proved in preceding propositions in Euclid."
The clause which we have ventured to italicise makes proofs other than Euclid's not only admissible, but necessary ; while the retention of the axioms becomes superfluous, except perhaps for sentimental reasons. How the regulation can be complied with is not very clear to the ordinary mind; perhaps a recent" demonstration" of Euclid's fifth postulate (Simson's eleventh axiom) may be the first instalment of a new geometry without assumptions. Or, possibly, the regulation may be intended as an object-lesson, to illustrate the truth of the assertion that Cambridge graduates cannot write plain English, and thus to support the present agitation for imposing some test of composition in the Little-Go? G.B.M.
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------- T HERE is not much apparent analogy between the province of the carbohydrates and the African continent; but viewed as arenas of research, discovery, and appropriation, they present very similar histories. The author of the work before us has accepted the mission of record-keeper in the march of annexation in the first-named and more abstract region, and he must have found his office during the last ten years quite as engrossing as those who provide us with maps of the once dark continent.
The volume is supplementary to that which appeared in 1888 under the same title (Band i.), and deals with events in this extremely interesting field of enterprise, up to last year (May 1895). If it were not for the selfevident fitness of the number 7, we might have pronounced the selection of time for antiquating the earlier volume as somewhat hasteful; but that would have been before acquainting ourselves with the contents of the present vol. ii. Afterwards, we have merely to record our conviction that seven years has become "quite a" period in "chemical time." Of course, this effectual antiquating of vol. i. in no sense lessens its historical value, and it will continue to occupy a not "too top-shelf" in our library of working manuals.
Like its predecessor, the book is substantially a reprint of an article or monograph written for the" Handworterbuch der Chemie" (Ladenburg). It is necessarily therefore cyclop<edic in style, and restricted in its treatment of the subject to the experimental results of investigations, and their immediate bearings upon current developments of chemical theory pure and simple. Seeing that in the compass of 370 pages the author deals with the substance of 1200 original papers, it will be gathered that he has not indulged in much speCUlative discussion of the problems peculiar to this borderland between chemistry and physiology. He has produced rather a rigid precis of positive results, and, backed by his welldeserved reputation for thoroughness and critical exactitude, the book needs no further recommendation to chemical specialists. But the subject appeals to a wider circle of readers, and it may not be out of place to examine the author's work from a somewhat broader point of view.
.The lines of claSSification are, of course, those laid down and developed by Emil Fischer, and expounded by himself in his two monumental dissertations, " Synthe sen in der Zuckergruppe" (Deut. Chan. Ges. Ber., 1890 , 2II4; 1894,3189) . These are dealt with in the earlier sections. The basis of the isomeric relationships of the glucoses and their immediate derivatives is briefly set forth. In respect of constitution, the discussion as between an aldehyde or ethylene oxide formula for the typical glucose is impartially summed up. We may remark on this important point, that there is no suggestion ot the probable influence of aqueous solution. The very recent researches of Lobry de Bruyn (Rec. Trav. Chim., 1895, 14, p. 203) , showing that mannose, dextrose, and fructose are reciprocally transformed, each into the two
